Mechanical properties and histological evaluation of sintered $\beta$-Ca$_2$P$_2$O$_7$ with Na$_4$P$_2$O$_7$$\cdot$10H$_2$O addition
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The ultimate goal of implantation of biomaterials in the skeleton is to reach full integration of the non-living implant with the living bone. The biomaterial can be used much as a bone graft, resorbing or dissolving as bone growth occurs, and the end result is a new remodelled bone. Calcium pyrophosphate, Ca$_2$P$_2$O$_7$, is one of the intermediate products of bone mineralization. $\beta$-Dicalcium pyrophosphate ($\beta$-DCP) doped with certain amounts of Na$_4$P$_2$O$_7$$\cdot$10H$_2$O was prepared as the developed material. Na$_4$P$_2$O$_7$$\cdot$10H$_2$O was used as a liquid-phase additive to improve the sintering process and promote physiological bioresorbability. Compressive strength and four-point bending strength were measured by the Bionix test system 858. The mechanical strength of the sintered $\beta$-DCP increased with the addition of Na$_4$P$_2$O$_7$$\cdot$10H$_2$O up to 5 wt%, but thereafter decreased. The microstructure and crystal structure were analysed by the techniques of SEM, EPMA, TEM and XRD. The relationship between the mechanical strength of the sintered bioceramics and the Na$_4$P$_2$O$_7$$\cdot$10H$_2$O dopant was examined in terms of the presence of NaCa(PO$_4$)$_2$, grain growth and abnormal grain coalescence while the dopant increased. Preliminary in vivo evaluation was studied by rabbit femur condyle implantation. There was no inflammation or any toxic sign during the experimental period. The histological section of intraosseous implantation revealed that the new bone deposited directly on the surface of the material in the fourth week after operation. The implant gradually decreased in volume and was replaced by the surrounding regenerated bone in the rabbit condyle in vivo environment. The results led us to conclude that the developed material has great potential as a biodegradable bone substitute.
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The capacity of the human body to generate bone components that are lost, damaged or diseased is limited. Consequently, surgeons have long endeavoured to find or develop materials that might adequately replace bone tissue, especially mineralized tissues such as bone and teeth$^{1,2}$. Autogenous bone graft is considered to be the most suitable transplant material, because differences in histocompatibility and the risk of transferring a disease from one individual to another are non-existent. However, removal of the bone graft creates additional surgical trauma, and its supply may not be available in sufficient quantity, particularly during childhood. Moreover, the risks of autograft for all patients are longer operations and anaesthesia, high blood loss, infection, damage to nerves and blood vessels, thrombosis and fracture. Allogenic and xenogenic bone transplants represent the alternatives to autogenic bone transplants for certain indications. However, they require considerable care, involve very high costs, cause problems by resorption and disease transfer, and regularly provoke an immunodefensive reaction, which limits their efficiency, application and availability$^{3,4}$. To overcome these problems, various artificial materials to fill bone defects have been developed. Having the same chemical composition as natural bone, calcium phosphate ceramic products are regarded as promising bone substitute materials in the orthopaedic field. The aim of a bone substitute is initially to refill the defective bone structure and finally to be replaced by the host new bone$^{4,5}$. In order to reach this expectation, the implant has to be bioactive and biodegradable. Most of the products of calcium phosphate ceramics were found to be bioactive so that osteogenic mesenchymal tissues can be attracted and proceed to form new bone. Hydroxyapatite (HA) and tricalcium phosphate (TCP) are two
major products commonly used in the conventional market. Because their calcium/phosphate (Ca/P) ratios resemble that of natural bone, they are mostly stable in the physiological environment. HA is the major constituent of bone materials and is almost non-degradable even after a long period of implantation, while TCP is more or less resorbable. However, the extent of degradation of TCP mostly depends on its structure. It was reported to be completely resorbed in the powder form but only partially resorbed in a block form. In practice, the granular or block form of the bone substitute is more compatible for clinical use. Thus, searching for a new biodegradable ceramic material is the primary goal of this study.

HA and other complex calcium phosphate salts are the end products of the biological mineralization process. β-Dicalcium pyrophosphate (β-DCP), formula Ca₂P₂O₇, is one of the intermediate products in this process. Its Ca/P ratio is 1, far less than TCP, so that it is potentially biodegradable in comparison to TCP. The biological response for new bone development is quite similar to HA in spite of the low Ca/P ratio. Because of these advantages, we selected β-DCP as the raw material for the new bone substitute.

However, the development of the sintering technique for this β-DCP ceramic is not that easy. The sintering temperature of β-DCP is about 1000°C. The extent of volume reduction during sintering will affect its microstructure and mechanical strength. In addition, the cost of the heating facility is rather high for sintering calcium phosphate ceramics in a block form at temperatures higher than around 1000°C. In order to reduce the sintering temperature, enhance the volume reduction and improve the initial mechanical strength of the developed material, our modification was to add some sintering additives. One of the sodium polyphosphates, Na₄P₂O₇.10H₂O, was chosen as a sintering additive in developing our new product. Pure β-DCP and some compositions of β-DCP and Na₄P₂O₇.10H₂O were built up in disc-shaped block forms. The volume reduction during sintering and the mechanical strength were measured by using a dilatometer and a Bionix test system, respectively. In vivo evaluations including biocompatibility, bioresorbability, new bone regeneration and response in rabbit femur condyles are described in this study. The results of the study of the development of the bone substitute are supported by its positive performance in the in vivo experiments.

**MATERIALS AND EXPERIMENTS**

**Material preparation**

β-DCP powder of mean grain size 0.1 μm was used in the experiment. The specific area determined by BET analysis was 51 ± 0.2 cm² g⁻¹. Trace elements that might be connected with biocompatibility were detected by atomic absorption analysis. The concentration of the trace elements was much lower than the maximum tolerable level.

The β-DCP powder was mixed with Na₄P₂O₇.10H₂O in water and dried for 3 days at 70°C. The well-mixed and dried cake was ground and sieved into 40–60 meshed particles. The sieved particles were then compacted in a stainless steel die under a hydrostatic pressure of 270 MPa and a green density of about 60% T.D. was obtained. Na₄P₂O₇.10H₂O was added to β-DCP in a series of compositions of 1, 2.5, 5, 7.5, 10, 12 and 15% weight ratio. A group of the test samples with a stepwise series of compositions of the sintering additive, Na₄P₂O₇.10H₂O, were also manufactured in a dense block form which was more suitable for mechanical strength measurement. The implant samples for the biological test were 6 mm in diameter and 4 mm thick and were made with 48% porosity by mixing with poly(ethylene glycol-4000) of particle sizes of 5 and 500 μm to produce macro- and micropore structures after decomposition. The prepared green material was placed on a platinum sheet and heated to various temperatures at a heating rate of 3°C min⁻¹ in a program-controller Ni–Cr coiled furnace, and then maintained for about 1 h after the sintering temperature was reached.

**Measurement of mechanical strength**

In the compressive mode, a parallel cylinder of the materials was prepared and external load applied so that the specimen was macroscopically in a state of uniaxial stress. The height/diameter ratio was lower than a critical value in order to eliminate the possibility of instability (bucking). Owing to the anisotropy of the individual grains, the state of stress is not uniaxial at the microscopic level; stress and strain inhomogeneities establish themselves inside the individual grains. However, in the treatment given here, those localized variations were not considered.

Bending strength was measured by a four-point loading method using rectangular specimens 5 mm × 5 mm × 40 mm abraded with alumina powder and diamond paste. The lower and upper span lengths were 32 mm and 16 mm, respectively. A cross-head speed of 0.5 mm min⁻¹ was used at room temperature. Ten specimens were prepared for each condition to measure the compressive strength and four-point bending strength, respectively.

**Operation and implantation**

New Zealand white male rabbits with an average weight of 3–3.5 kg were used in the study. They were delivered to the laboratory not later than 1 week before the start of the test, and acclimatized to the housing conditions, tap water and the standard dry feed diet. The animals were kept in single stainless steel cages at 22°C and 60% relative humidity in natural daylight with a day–night rhythm.

The surgical operations were carried out in a conventional operating theatre with the animals lying supine on an operating table. They were anaesthetized by intravenous injection of pentobarbital (50 mg kg⁻¹) and local administration of 0.5% lidocaine. After shaving, disinfecting and sterile draping of the operation site, the femoral condyles were exposed by means of a medical longitudinal incision. Initially, a bone defect was created by a 3.2 mm drill and was subsequently expanded with a 6 mm drill. All the drill holes were...
carefully rinsed with Ringer’s solution and cleaned out, so that any abraded particles formed during drilling were removed. These defects were then completely filled with the implant materials. The periosteum and fascia were sutured with catgut; the skin was sutured with silk. The animals were administered antibiotic prophylaxis orally for 4 days after the implantation procedure.

After 1, 2, 4, 6, 8 and 12 weeks, the animals were killed with an overdose of intravenous pentobarbital. A total of 36 rabbits divided into six groups for the above experimental time periods was used in the study. Twelve legs were examined for each time period. Six legs were used for the β-DCP ceramic implantation and six were saved as a control group. The control group was an empty defective cavity without any bone substitute inside. The two groups were randomly applied to 12 legs with no rabbit receiving the same treatment to both legs. Double labelling was performed in all rabbits with tetracycline (intramuscular administration) and calcine green (subcutaneous administration), which were injected alternately every other week after the operation.

Measurements and analysis

Histological evaluation

The legs were harvested from the treated animals at the end of the mentioned time periods after operation. Implants and surrounding tissues were removed en bloc, washed in normal saline and fixed in 10% neutral buffered formalin to be processed for histology. The specimens were dehydrated in an ascending series of alcohol and embedded in a methyl methacrylate resin. After polymerization, the specimens were ground down to about 30µm. About four sections were sliced with a diamond blade saw and an ultrasonic cutter. The slices were polished with diamond abrasive to a thickness of 30µm on the dimple grinder and then mounted on a copper ring. The specimens were finally thinned by ion-beam milling. The crystal structure of the intergrain material was investigated using a Hitachi-700 STEM operating at 175 kV. Selected area diffraction patterns were recorded with photographic plates. Tilting the crystal from one orientation to another was carried out in the selected area diffraction mode using the double tilt holder.

The optimum sintered temperature and duration were decided according to the analysis result of the dilatometer. A specimen 5 mm in diameter and 7 mm in length was placed in the dilatometer, where the sintered shrinkage curve was recorded on an X–Y pen recorder; X and Y axes were displacement (in terms of linear shrinkage, ΔL/L₀) and temperature, respectively. All crystalline phases existing in the sintered specimens were identified by the X-ray diffraction method. The phase contents of the sintered β-DCP were determined by the relative intensities of the (008) and (132) reflections of β-Ca₃P₂O₇ and CaNa(PO₄)₂, respectively.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Mechanical strength and microstructures

Figures 1 and 2 show the compressive strength and four-point bending strength, respectively, of sintered β-DCP bioceramics prepared by adding different quantities of Na₄P₂O₇·10H₂O. The values for the compressive and four-point bending strengths of pure β-DCP bioceramic without addition of Na₄P₂O₇·10H₂O were only 159 and 35 MPa, respectively, much lower than the values for sintered β-DCP with 5 wt% Na₄P₂O₇·10H₂O (589 and 128 MPa). It is clear that the strength of the β-DCP dense material initially increased on addition of Na₄P₂O₇·10H₂O up to 5 wt%, but thereafter decreased.

Densification and growth of the solid particles in the liquid-phase sintering process have been analysed by dividing it into three steps:

1. The liquid flow or rearrangement stage. On formation of a liquid phase, there is a rearrangement of particles to give a more effective packing. This process can lead to complete densification if the volume of liquid present is sufficient to fill the interstices completely. In this stage, densification is brought about under the action of capillary pressure by the collapse of melt bridges between particles and by the arrangement in which solid particles slide over one another.

2. The solution-reprecipitation or accommodation process. In this stage further densification and
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Figure 1 Compressive strength of sintered /-dicalcium pyrophosphate on addition of Na4P207.10H2O.

Figure 2 Four-point bending strength of sintered /-dicalcium pyrophosphate on addition of Na4P207.10H2O.

The microstructure of the sintered /-DCP ceramic containing 2.5 wt% Na4P207.10H2O is shown in Figure 3a. Porosity was seen to remain in the sintered /-DCP bioceramic. Liquid-phase sintering was applied in the sintering process during the addition of Na4P207.10H2O. However, insufficient Na4P207.10H2O was added to /-DCP, so it was not easy to bring about liquid-phase sintering for densification. In this case, the /-DCP bioceramic could not densify completely and remove porosity; thus a lower mechanical strength was obtained.

The linear shrinkage curves of pure sintered /-DCP and sintered /-DCP doped with different quantities of Na4P207.10H2O were recorded by using the dilatometer and are shown in Figure 4. Pure /-DCP ceramic had the lowest linear shrinkage of only 6%. whereas /-DCP ceramic doped with Na4P207.10H2O up to 5 wt% demonstrated the greatest linear shrinkage of 13.1%. In Figure 3b, the sintered /-DCP bioceramic with 5 wt% Na4P207.10H2O addition showed a dense microstructure with a uniform grain size corresponding to the higher mechanical strength.

As seen in Figure 5, the grain size of sintered /-DCP increased with the addition of Na4P207.10H2O. The effect of grain size on the fracture strength has been generally interpreted in terms of the dependence

\[ \sigma = f(G)^{1/2} \]

where \( \sigma \) is the fracture strength, \( G \) is the grain size and \( f \) is a constant. Consequently, the larger the grain size of the ceramics, the lower the fracture strength obtained. Moreover, the higher quantities of Na4P207.10H2O doped into the /-DCP bioceramics would speed up atomic diffusion between the grain boundaries and promote a sintered process or densification rate that might lead to an abnormal grain growth or rigid skeleton formation in the sintered system, as shown in Figure 6. Growth by coalescence in liquid-phase sintering has been repeatedly postulated. The process has also been treated analytically. If the dihedral angle in the sintering system is positive, grain boundaries between coales-
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Figure 4. Linear shrinkage of pure sintered $\beta$-DCP and $\beta$-DCP doped with different amounts of $\text{Na}_4\text{P}_2\text{O}_7\cdot10\text{H}_2\text{O}$.

Figure 5. The mean grain size of sintered $\beta$-DCP bioceramics plotted against the amount of $\text{Na}_4\text{P}_2\text{O}_7\cdot10\text{H}_2\text{O}$.

Figure 6. The microstructure of sintered $\beta$-DCP bioceramics with addition of a, 7.5 wt% and b, 12.5 wt% $\text{Na}_4\text{P}_2\text{O}_7\cdot10\text{H}_2\text{O}$. The formation of coalescence grains (C) and coalescence lines (arrows) was observed. Abnormal grains are indicated by AG.

Figure 7. Micrograph of sintered $\beta$-DCP bioceramic with 15 wt% $\text{Na}_4\text{P}_2\text{O}_7\cdot10\text{H}_2\text{O}$ addition, demonstrating a typical fracture due to the stress concentrating on the abnormal grain. The second phase observed in the matrix is identified as $\text{NaCa(PO}_3\text{)}_3$ and is indicated by NP and arrows.

Crystalline identification

Figure 8 shows the X-ray diffraction pattern of sintered $\beta$-DCP bioceramics with different quantities of $\text{Na}_4\text{P}_2\text{O}_7\cdot10\text{H}_2\text{O}$. No phase other than $\beta$-DCP is identified up to 5 wt% addition of $\text{Na}_4\text{P}_2\text{O}_7\cdot10\text{H}_2\text{O}$. After addition of 5 wt% $\text{Na}_4\text{P}_2\text{O}_7\cdot10\text{H}_2\text{O}$, the second phase of $\text{NaCa(PO}_3\text{)}_3$ is observed where the leading peak of $\text{NaCa(PO}_3\text{)}_3$ is A(132), as shown in Figure 8. If $H$ is the ratio of peak height of $\text{NaCa(PO}_3\text{)}_3$ A(132) to that of the sintered $\beta$-DCP bioceramic B(008), then the larger the value of $H$, the larger the amount of $\text{NaCa(PO}_3\text{)}_3$ obtained in the matrix. The values of $H$ have a clear tendency to increase with the amount of $\text{Na}_4\text{P}_2\text{O}_7\cdot10\text{H}_2\text{O}$ added. The existence of a second...
Figure 8 X-ray diffraction patterns of sintered β-DCP with different amounts of Na₄P₂O₇·10H₂O: A, pure β-DCP sintered at 940°C; B, pure β-DCP sintered at 990°C; C, 1 wt%; D, 2.5 wt%; E, 5 wt%; F, 7.5 wt%; G, 10 wt%; H, 12.5 wt%; I, 15 wt% addition.

phase in sintered β-DCP might lead to the initiation of fracture growth. The glassy phase distributed along the grain boundaries and the second phase precipitated in the matrix could be observed using TEM of the sintered β-DCP bioceramic doped with 7.5 wt% Na₄P₂O₇·10H₂O, as shown in Figure 9. The second phase was identified as the NaCa(PO₄)₃ crystal by the selected area diffraction pattern. The spot pattern was the (231) orientation of the NaCa(PO₄)₃ crystal and was analysed by the equivalent superimposed projection pattern shown in Figure 10. The NaCa(PO₄)₃ crystal was precipitated as a spindle-shaped grain (Figure 7) when the Na₄P₂O₇·10H₂O addition was increased further. The chemical composition of the spindle-shaped grains was measured by EPMA-WDS and was in good agreement with that of the NaCa(PO₄)₃ crystal.

The above facts can be summarized as follows: the mechanical strength of sintered β-DCP bioceramics after addition of 5 wt% Na₄P₂O₇·10H₂O is probably due to the presence of a second phase, increasing grain size and abnormal grain growth.
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Since β-DCP sintered with 5 wt% Na₄P₂O₇·10H₂O had a better mechanical strength, it has been chosen as a potential material to implant into the rabbit femur condyle and to evaluate the possibility of use as a bone substitute. Most porous calcium phosphate implants currently being investigated have been fabricated to have interconnecting macropores in the range from 100 to 400 μm in order to meet the requirements for bone ingrowth.²¹,²² One interesting and guiding suggestion, proposed by de Groot,²³ is that it is actually the micropores in these structures which determine the rate of bioresorbability. In the designed β-DCP implant, interconnected micropores (about 5 μm) and macropores (100–400 μm) were prepared by adding two different sizes of poly(ethylene glycol) particles as foaming agent. The pores were left in the matrix after the foaming agent decomposed at the volatilization temperature; they were uniformly distributed in the gross polycrystalline structure and frequently localized at the grain boundaries which connected the individual crystallites.

Figure 9  Transmission electron micrograph of sintered β-DCP bioceramic with addition of 7.5 wt% Na₄P₂O₇·10H₂O: G, glassy phase; NP, NaCa(PO₄)₂₃.

Quantitative assessment
Since β-DCP sintered with 5 wt% Na₄P₂O₇·10H₂O had a better mechanical strength, it has been chosen as a potential material to implant into the rabbit femur condyle and to evaluate the possibility of use as a bone substitute. Most porous calcium phosphate implants currently being investigated have been fabricated to have interconnecting macropores in the range from 100 to 400 μm in order to meet the requirements for bone ingrowth.²¹,²² One interesting and guiding suggestion, proposed by de Groot,²³ is that it is actually the micropores in these structures which determine the rate of bioresorbability. In the designed β-DCP implant, interconnected micropores (about 5 μm) and macropores (100–400 μm) were prepared by adding two different sizes of poly(ethylene glycol) particles as foaming agent. The pores were left in the matrix after the foaming agent decomposed at the volatilization temperature; they were uniformly distributed in the gross polycrystalline structure and frequently localized at the grain boundaries which connected the individual crystallites.

The amounts of newly grown bone, implants and pores were expressed as a percentage of their area relative to the area of the defective cavity; the area of defective cavity was defined as 100%. The area occupied by the pores included areas of soft tissue, connective tissue, bone marrow, osteoids, etc.

Figure 11 summarizes the results of the quantitative assessment. One week postoperatively, histomorphometric quantitation of the β-DCP bioceramics demonstrated a new bone area fraction of 1.3%, an implant fraction of 50.4% and a pore fraction of 48.3%. The area of regenerated bone gradually increased from 1.3 to 38% during the postoperative period from 1 week up to 12 weeks. The fraction of pore area, however, had a negative tendency while the postoperative period increased; the area fraction decreased from 48.3% (week 1 postoperatively) to 27.3% (week 32 postoperatively). The area fraction of the designed bioceramic also decreased as the experimental period increased; the area fraction decreased from 50.4% in the first week down to 34.7% at the end of the twelfth week after operation. The results of the quantitative assessment showed significant proof of the new bone growing well into the macropores, the implant gradually dissolving in the in vivo environment, and the materials progressively being replaced by the new regenerated bone.

Histological evaluation
The formation of new bone in the empty cavities (control group) was restricted to the edge of the defect. The large part at the centre of the defect remained free of bone during the entire course of the test up to 12 weeks, and was filled with bone marrow rich in fat cells. When the results obtained were evaluated as a function of time, it became apparent that between 2 and 12 weeks, the time elapsed after implantation had practically no influence on the amount of regenerated bone present. In other words, progressive bony reconstruction of the defect cavity with the course of time was not detected. In long-term experiments, the bone defect was still clearly visible after 6 months.

Figure 10  The NP grain indicated in Figure 9 was identified as the Na₄P₂O₇·10H₂O crystal in the (231) orientation by the selected area diffraction pattern.
Microscopically, the sintered β-DCP bioceramics showed no intervening soft tissue and directly contacted the bone structure. In the first week after operation, the defective cavity was filled with a haematoma and a small amount of connective tissue was observed around the implant.

Two weeks postoperatively, the regenerated bone started growing into the macropores and immature woven bone was generated along the surface of the β-DCP implant materials. After the fourth week postoperation, immature woven bone was found in the entire defect cavity, as shown in Figure 12. Figure 13 shows the results of histological examination at 6 weeks postoperation. The breakdown and dissolution of the sintered β-DCP bioceramics were observed in the histological sections at this stage. The regenerated bone was vigorously growing into the macropores of the developed bioceramics. In the eighth week after operation, the implant gradually dissolved and was replaced by the bony structure. The laminar bone and Haversian system appeared at this stage. The sintered β-DCP bioceramics continued to be dissolved, digested and replaced in the physiological environment in the twelfth week postoperation. It was apparent that bone regeneration was occurring in connection with, and influenced by, the original bone and the β-DCP bioceramics as incorporation of fluorescent dye into the regenerated bone surrounding the material was observed (Figure 14). The sintered β-DCP with 5 wt% Na₃P₂O₇·10H₂O addition bone substitute was thought to be a degradable ceramic. It was expected to be progressively phased out in the physicochemical environment and subsequently replaced by the regenerated bone structure as the bone reconstruction and bone remodelling process occurred.

An understanding of this diverse bioresorbability behaviour can be gained by considering the bioceramics from two points of view—21,22,24—their crystal/chemical composition and their structure as materials. Several workers have expressed the opinion that calcium phosphates with Ca/P ≤ 1 could be resorbed21,22,24. Microporosity, however, played a more dominant role in the resorption than macroporosity. Microporosity determined the geometry of 'necks'...
between sintered particles, while macroporosity determined the number of 'necks' in contact with the environment. The 'neck' formation was dependent on the preparation technique, i.e., on the sintering temperature and the pressure applied to compress the powder into a tablet before sintering\textsuperscript{21,22}. In addition, the assumption was made that two different biological resorption pathways existed, solution-mediated processes (the implants dissolved in the physiological solution) and cell-mediated processes (phagocytosis)\textsuperscript{23,24}.

It is quite possible that this microporosity could aid in bioresorption by causing microscopic 'break-up' secondary to solution-mediated resorption. Thus, partially dissolved materials could slough off individual crystals or fragments, as shown in Figure 13, that are sufficiently small to allow for aggressive cell-mediated removal. Moreover, much of the sodium–calcium–phosphate glassy phase was detected on the grain boundary and intergranular area in the developed bioceramic, which was described in the previous section. This would enhance the material's dissolution process because the glassy phase was easily attacked by the in vivo fluid. Evidence in support of this hypothesis has been the observation of multinuclear-type cells in close proximity to digest the developed calcium phosphate implant. In some cases, ceramic fragments were indeed found to be present in vesicles of these cells. To summarize, from the observed biodegradable behaviour of the sintered $\beta$-DCP with 5 wt% addition of Na$_4$P$_2$O$_7$·10H$_2$O, the conclusion can be drawn that biodegradation occurs in two steps. The first and most important step is the extracellular dissolution of the implant. The second step is the digestion and migration of the particles.

CONCLUSIONS

The compressive strength and four point bonding strength of sintered $\beta$-DCP bioceramics with addition of Na$_4$P$_2$O$_7$·10H$_2$O initially showed a tendency to increase with the increasing addition of Na$_4$P$_2$O$_7$·10H$_2$O up to 5 wt%, after which the trend reversed. This could be interpreted as the presence of a second phase, increasing the grain size and abnormal grain growth, while the Na$_4$P$_2$O$_7$·10H$_2$O dopant was increasing in the matrix.

The results of the quantitative assessment and histological evaluation showed significant evidence of the new bone prosperously growing into the macropores of the materials, the implant gradually dissolving in the in vivo environment and being progressively replaced by the regenerated bone. The biodegradable behaviour of the sintered $\beta$-DCP bioceramic doped with 5 wt% Na$_4$P$_2$O$_7$·10H$_2$O can be explained by a two-step process. The first step is the extracellular dissolution of the implant. The second step is the digestion and migration of the particles. The developed material will be phased out in the physiological environment and subsequently replaced by the regenerated bone tissue. This is thought to have great potential in the field of orthopaedic applications in the near future.
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